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Industrial cum Exposure Visit 2024

REPORT

Industrial cum Exposure Visit is a part of the academic programme. The Department has arranged and
conducted Industrial Visit / Study Tour / Exposure visit to the PG students with due administrative permission
and support from the University for Three days from 28thMarch to 30stMarch 2024.

43 II MSc students and 42 I MSc students participated with due consent from their Parent / Guardian. Dr.M.
Sundrarajan, Associate Professor and Head (i/c) and Dr.G.Gopu Associate Professor, 2 Project staffs and 5 PhD
Research Scholars accompanied the PG students. Two private buses (TN 63 CV 1199 & TN 63 CW 4699) were
hired. The group departed from the Department on 27.03.2024, 10 pm.

Day 1 (28.03.2024)

Reached Thiruparappu on 28.03.2024, 5.30 am.

1. Exposure Visit to Thiruparappu Falls

Tiruparppu Falls, located in Kanyakumari district of Tamil Nadu, is a picturesque natural wonder worth
exploring. As the Chittar River cascades over a height of around 50 feet, it creates a mesmerizing sight amidst
lush greenery. The serene ambiance and the soothing sound of water make it a popular spot for visitors. Visitors
can enjoy bathing in the cool water and take in the scenic beauty of the surrounding landscape with facilities for
explore the nature and relaxation. The students and faculty members enjoyed the bathing and refreshed.

2. Exposure Visit to Padmanabhaswamy Temple
It is a Hindu temple and considered as the richest place of worship in the world. The name of the city of
'Thiruvananthapuram' in Malayalam translates to "The City of Lord Ananta", (The City of Lord Vishnu)
referring to the deity of the Padmanabhaswamy temple. The temple is built in an intricate fusion of the Chera
style of architecture, featuring high walls, and a 16th century gopura. The principal deity Padmanabhaswamy
(Vishnu) is enshrined in the "AnanthaShayana" posture, the eternal yogic sleep on the infinite serpent Adi
Shesha. The students and faculty members visited the temple in cultural dresses and made the dharshan.

3. Exposure Visit to Trivandrum Zoo
Trivandrum Zoo, which providing students with an education experience in wildlife conservation. The zoo’s
well-designed enclosures showcased a diverse range of animals, offering insights into their habitats and
behaviours. The visit concluded with students gaining a deeper appreciation for nature and a commitment to
environmental preservation.
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4. Exposure Visit to SHANGUMUGHAM Beach
Visiting Shangu mugham Beach was a captivating experience filled with tranquility and natural beauty. The soft
sands stretched endlessly along the coastline, inviting leisurely stroll and peaceful contemplation. The rhythemic
sounds of waves crashing against the shore created a smoothing atmosphere, perfect for relaxation. Students tastes
fresh sea foods the at nearly shops available at the beach.

Day 2 (29.03.2024)
Reached Kochi on 29.03.2024,5.30 am

5. Industrial Visit to Sea-blue ship yard

The visit to Sea-Blue Shipyard in Kochi was an insightful and engaging experience. Upon arrival, the sheer size
and complexity of the operation were immediately apparent. From witnessing the intricate processes of ship
building to understanding the meticulous attention to detail in maintenance and repair work, every aspect was
fascinating. The knowledgeable staff guided the students through various sections, providing valuable insights into
the maritime industry’s workings. It was a unique opportunity to witness firsthand the integration of technology
and craftsmanship in the creation of these maritime marvels.



6. Exposure Visit to Marine Drive & Port Kochi by boat
Embarking on an exposure visit to Marine Drive and Port Kochi by boat was an unforgettable experience. The
serene beauty of Marine Drive, with its tranquil water and picturesque surroundings, provided a soothing backdrop
for journey. We navigated towards Port Kochi, the atmosphere transformed into one of bustling activity, with cargo
ships loading and unloading goods, giving us a firsthand glimpse into maritime industry.

7. Exposure Visit to Hill Palace & Museum
Hill Palace, constructed in 1865, stands as Kerala’s largest archaeologic museum and kochi’s administrative hub.
Covering 54 aces, it comprises buildings showcasing local architectural styles. Attraction include the Hill Palace
Archeologic museum, Heritges Museum, parks. It was handed over to the Kerala government by the Kochi Royal
Family. The Museum galleries displaying ancient artifacts, sculptures, coins, and items form the kochi Magaraja
and royal family.

Day 3 (30.03.2024)

8. Industrial Visit to MASCO TEA FACTORY
The industrial visit to Masco Tea in Vagamon was an insightful experience. The company’s commitment to quality
and sustainability in tea production was evident. From witnessing the meticulous process of tea cultivation to
learning about innovative packaging techniques, the visit provided valuable insights into the tea industry.
Additionally, interacting with industry experts and gaining firsthand knowledge about the challenge and
opportunities in tea manufacturing further enriched the learning experience.



9. Exposure Visit to Forest View Points
Forest View Points in Vagamon was a captivating experience immersed in nature’s beauty and biodiversity.
Exploring the lush greenery and scenic landscapes offered a profound appreciation for the importance of
environmental conservation. Visit Pine forest, Mountain View points and tea estate through jeep safari was the
wonder full experience.

Returned & Reached the Department on 31.03.2024 at 6.30 am
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